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Crawford & Company hosts market event on Thailand floods 

 

London – Crawford Global Technical Services (GTSsm) recently hosted a market event to update 

key insurance audiences on the situation following the devastating floods that hit Thailand during 

2011. 

 

Speaking to an audience of underwriters, brokers and insurers from the Lloyd’s and London 

market were Ian Baxter, Regional Director, Global Technical Services Asia-Pacific, and John 

Pyall, International Claims Coordinator, Munich Re.  The speakers gave an overview of the major 

issues around coverage and settlement from both the loss adjuster and reinsurer perspectives.  

 

Crawford & Company has had a substantial presence in the region to support its existing teams 

in Bangkok and this event gave the audience an opportunity to meet some of the Crawford team 

members who are currently working on the major losses arising from the incident.  

 

Mike Reeves, Executive Vice President of Crawford’s Global Markets group, said, “Regular 

updates with the major insurance markets have become an essential part of our communication 

on significant incidents such as Thailand. This is all the more so as we enter into the stage where 

the claims are coming to settlement and complex policy issues require addressing.” 

 

Those interested in receiving a copy of Crawford’s presentation on the Thailand floods should 

please email rebecca.williams@crawco.co.uk. 
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Notes to News Editor: 

Based in Atlanta, Ga., Crawford & Company (www.crawfordandcompany.com) is the world's 

largest independent provider of claims management solutions to the risk management and 

insurance industry as well as self-insured entities, with an expansive global network serving clients 

in more than 70 countries. The Crawford System of Claims SolutionsSM offers comprehensive, 

integrated claims services, business process outsourcing and consulting services for major 

product lines including property and casualty claims management, workers compensation claims 

and medical management, and legal settlement administration. The Company’s shares are traded 

on the NYSE under the symbols CRDA and CRDB. 
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